From 23–25 June 2017, the feminist platform CALL together with the artist residency
Künstlerhäuser Worpswede invite you to the convention “PRE MORTEM – Anti Aging for artists” on
the compounds of the Martin-Kausche studios.
In the former artist colony of the historical town Worpswede, the topics of aging and death will be
discussed in the context of art and feminism through workshops, lectures, experiments,
performances and film screenings.
“PRE MORTEM” refers to the time of our physical existence in this world. The inevitability of death
and the confrontation with it, in particular with regard to the digitization of all spheres of life, is
gaining in relevance, in the artistic debate, as well as in art historiography and its valuation
systems. Fundamental technological changes give rise to hopes of dissolving entrenched societal
structures and, last but not least, death itself. “PRE MORTEM” also refers to the fact that feminism,
with its hitherto existing aims, seems to be on the verge of dying, either, be it by prominent and
manifold absorption or by an anti-feminist backlash. But may it have died numerous times,
feminism is also experiencing constant revivals: There‘s life in the old dog yet!
CALL considers this convention a contemporary format that softens the understanding of actor and
audience, of activity and passivity, and allows for numerous smaller presentations, spontaneous
performances and a variety of contributions. Workshops and symposia bring individual ideas into
an exchange, with other academics and groups, each following their own projects. Life, health,
(anti-) aging, death and cultural heritage – with forward-looking ideas, political utopias and physical
care, we address these topics at the feminist convention “PRE MORTEM – Anti Aging for artists ”.
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The exact program will be announced in the beginning of June.
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